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Mrs. Lawrence A. Peakes
"The true teacher ..• does not define the thin line be tween giving and receiving. "
Mrs. Peakes is an example of a true teacher. Her
dedication and devotion to the students of Bangor High
School is outstanding. She not only passes on the knowledge of subject material, but she gives a love of peace
and humanity to all who touch her. It is appropriate,
therefore, for the students of Bangor High to create this
yearbook in honor of Mrs. Peakes.
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AFS
The American Field Service is a
path to international friendship. We
are a group of people w_ho want to
give something to each other. We
learn about and become sensitive to
cultures and customs other than our
own. Our annual A. F .S. exchange stu dents enable us to come acquainted
with our common element of humanity.
Kindy Blatchford
Julie MacLeod
co -chair men 1971-72
Why the A. F. S. club is such a happy group of people: Because we are
dealing with an idea you can really get
enthusiastic about- -that we can accom plish international understanding by
exchanging young people from all over
the world. You have the wonderful
opportunity to broaden your own point
of view. I have learned to give more
of myself and to take more than I've
ever given or taken before.
Your grateful A. F. S. student
Michele van Leeuwen
Netherlands

Judy Jacobs and Carole Ryder--our A. F. S. candidates for 1972.
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No matter what language and no matter
what land; all people laugh in the same
tongue.
Bob Dylan

Michele and Fabio

advisor- Miss Nolan
Julie MacLeod
Libby Woodcock
Michele Bremner
Jean Ainaire
Gail Plesset

Michele V anLeeuwen
Julie Eyerer
Nora Griffin
Kindy Blatchford
Sandy Halkett
Holly Hickson

Joe Cutler
Nancy Carr
Fabio Pereira
Pam Jones
Meg Moore
Lorie Chason

A. F . S. is really a unique experience--a tremendous friendmaking machine moved by a spirit
which involves friendship, interest, respect,
consideration, and an unparalleled excitement.
It is so great when you find out the countless
number of people all over the world who are
ready to help you and be your friend. I feel very
lucky, and so are all the other A. F. S. 'ers who
have had this unforgettable experience and will
have it in the coming years .
Fabio Pereira
Brazil
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Julie MacLeod--back from a summer in Turkey.

Student Involvement is a noncredit
course that is offered by the Social Studies department. Those in Student Involvement may work in the Head-Start program, the Day Care center, Cerebral
Palsy school, Eastern Maine Medical
Center, and the State Hospital.

photo by Jim LeClair

Each time a man stands up for an ideal,
or acts to improve the lot of others, or
strikes out against an injustice, he
sends forth a tiny ripple of hope.
Robert F. Kennedy

Student Involvement
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A great man is he who has not lost
the heart of a child.
Mencius

Photos by Jim LeClair
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1st ROW: Cathy Quinn, Patty Mcl>!amara, Eddie Palmer, Vicci Chadbourne,
Fabio Perelria, Ron Redman, Bruce Soulas, Tim Whitney, Chuck Sheply,
Cindi Eaton, jon Diamond, Lee Sumner 2nd ROW: Brenda Bernard, Holly

Beth Weston,
Vice Pres.
Mike Whitney,
Pres.
Rhonda Mitchell,
Tres.
Tracy Lord,
Sec .
Mr. Jones,
Advisor
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Hickson, Julie Speirs, Cathy Beal, Joel Dougherty, Nancy Emple, Mike Shepley, Debbie Spencer, Richard Grant, Jeff Locke, Peter Parker, Joel Cutler.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS: THE STATE OF STUDENT COUNCILS
Student councils were devised to give young people a chance to learn how to partici pate in their system so that when they are exposed to the real government they are aptly
prepared.
Our purpose, on this student council, was not to provide real groovy dances for the
students, but to give all students, regardless of race, color, or creed, a chance to become involved in the governmental system of the school. The reason we promoted this
involvement philosophy is simple-by being aware and becoming involved, a citizen can
have a voice in our system. An aware and involved individual can help create the code by
which we live.
Mike Whitney
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Photo ClubThe advisor of the photography club this year is the noted mathmatician turned photographer, "Daddy" Diamond. He has given excellent instruction to not only novice photographers
(''Now this is a camera and •.. "), but also to the more advanced photographers of the school
("Always remember to shut the dark room door while developing film.")
The photography club is responsible for taking some of the pictures that are put into the
yearbook, and they also do work for the school paper. In addition, it serves as a purely
recreational organization in which students may take up photography and learn anything from
the basics to advanced techniques in the art of photography.

Sue Hallsworth assisted by Mr . Diamond .
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Honor
·Society

CLOCKWISE from Pres. Libby Woodcock, Carol Hamm, Debbie Chase, Laura White, Kevin Cahill, Julie Eyerer, Treas.
Rhonda Mitchell, Carmen Solarzano, Advisor Mrs. Trowbridge, Sec. Judy Fitch, V. -Pres. Nancy Eaton, Julie MacLeod,
Sally Strout, Dana Briggs, Jane Lanphear, Chris McGrath.

Library
Club
Nancy Carr
Mary Honey
Charlotte Maher
Cindi DeGrasse
Candy Church
Beth Honey
Kindy Blatchford
Lynne Craig
John Demaso
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The French Club,
under the direction of
Mrs. Daigle, plans to
strengthen their understanding of the French
cultural events in the
area and investigating for
themselves such mysteries as French cuisine.
A spring trip to Quebec
is also planned.

French
Club

The Latin Club high
points include attending the
Junior Classical League
district meeting at Winslow, with plans for a Roman Saturnalia festival
in December, a Spring
banquet, and participating
in the J. C. L. State Con vention. Hoping that Latin
will not be dropped from
the curriculum, the Latin
Club extends sincere
thanks and good wishes to
its retiring advisor, Mrs.
Peakes.

Latin
Club
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Future Teachers of America Club

This year FTA started a student teacher program and established FTA chapters in the junior
highs. We also explored the different areas of
teaching, such as Head Start and working with the
handicapped. We hope we've been a help to the
students of BHS who are thinking about teaching
as a career. Our officers are Carol Hamm, vicepresident; Cindy Eaton, treasurer; Sherry
Wolfe, Secretary; and Mary Honey, president.

I

Math
Seminar
1st ROW:
Carmen Solarzano
Cheryl Crook
Chris McGrath
Mary Lundquist
Robert Baird
2nd ROW:
Julie Goode
Bob Harrison
Dale Taper
Nora Griffen
Daddy Diamond
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Debate Club

L. TOR.: Debbie Chase, Susan Willey, Cindy Young, Carolyn Hamm, Joe Gallant, Gayle LeBritton, Mr.
Abbot, advisor, John Baldacci, Mark Baldacci, Mike Coffin, Karl Brantner, Lynne Craig.

Debate Club is beneficial to its members as it teaches them "how to get up and think on their
feet, " explains the club's advisor, Craig Abbott. It is encouraging to note that two or three
years of debating invariably develops one into a "top" speaker. A new topic is introduced and
deeply researched each year. This year's topic concerns the need for significant change in the
U.S. Jury System.

Mini-P.A.C.
The Mini-P. A. C. is the student equivalent of the P.A. C., Principal's Advisory Committee,
composed of our school's department heads and key personnel. The Mini-P.A. C. representatives are elected in each home base and are responsible for conveying the opinions and questions
of the homebase students to the principal. This weekly confrontation keeps the principal aware
of the problems, successes, and suggestions of the students and, in turn, informs the students
as to what the administration is doing at BHS.
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Oracle Publications
Editor
Julie Mac Leod
Lay-Out Editor
Sally Strout
Art Editor
Holly Hickson
Photography Editor
Jim LeClair
Senior Editor
Rohna Pilot
Literary Editors
Libby Woodcock
Nancy Eaton
Copy Editor
Judy Jacobs
Advertising Manager
George Wood IV
Business Manager
Jean Ainaire
Circulation Manager
Jane Lanphear
"Keep on Truckin! ••. " urges Advisor Mrs. Svoboda

Libby, Jim, Nancy, Woody, Julie, Holly, Sally, Jean, Judy, Rohna.

Typists Sue Simpson, Kathy Severance, Debbie
Ramsey, Patty Hall.
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Artists John Demaso, Wayne Day, Jennifer O'Donnell, Donna Holyoke,
John Bamford.

Janet Sponberg working with Art editor Donna Holyoke and reporter
Anna Berdick.

Oleryl Mitchell and Sue Lundquist ponder lay-outs with
Judy Ingraham and Sue Loftus.

Vanessa Howse - peddling her wares to Bonnie Hammond.
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Orascope Staff: Co-Editor Gary Striar, John Harne, Rick Spearing. 2nd ROW: Donna Holyoke, CoEditor Janet Sponberg, Bonnie Oldenberg, John Diamond, Carol LaBree, Sabrina O'Donnell, Lisa
Burke, Anna Berdick, Mary Ann Mansueto, Joanne Brontas.
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Bangor High Ram Band 1971-72
flute
Cathryn Cook
Pam Jones
Karen Rumery
Janet Wood
oboe
Donna St. Peter
clarinet
Susan Boyce
Nancy Carr
Alan Darrah
Tina Kieth
Randy Littlefield
Barbara Mailing
Patti O'Brian
Jayne Rapaport
Wayne St. Peter-Pres.
Marilyn Tabb
John Wardwell
Lona Yerxa
alto clarinet
Gail Gardiner-Sec-Tres.
alto sax
Beth Weston
baritone sax
Sam Fuller
trumpet
Gary Craig
Tom Estes
Chuck Marston

Glen Meserve
Donald Royal
Susan Willey
Craig Yerxa
french horn
Heather MacLeod
Peter Parker
trombone
Robert Byard
Mike Cammack
baritone
Jay Hall
Cliff Rhome
Don Willson
basses
David Buchanan
James Doherty
Chris Haskell
percussion
Robert Averill
Kathy Bernatche
Daniel Fiske
Steve Flowers-Vice Pres.
Rachael Therrian
George Zitaner
bells
Pam Flowers
Susan Morrill
Audrey Robinson
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MARJORETTES: Gloria Buckley, Rhonda Benson, Betty Tabb, Gini Catalfanio, Darlene Arnold, Pam Robinson, Debbie
Doherty, Guametta Bell.

THE BANGOR HIGH RAM BAND

Music and rhythm find their way into the secret
places of the soul.
Plato

The band is one of the most active
organizations in the school. In the past
few years, the size of the Band has
steadily increased and the acquisition of
new uniforms in 1971 was a welcome
addition. Besides playing at football and
basketball games the band holds seasonal
concerts, marches in numerous parades,
and participates in an annual exchange
concert with another band. Fun, work,
and participation form the core of the
functioning band.
Being a band member is not 011ly a
chance for extra-curricular activity and
getting together with your friends but,
also, is considered an academic course
for which one receives a full credit each
year.

Photo by R. By ard
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1st ROW:
Violins

Viola
Cellos
2nd ROW:
Violins
Flutes
Oboe
Clarinet
String Bass
Piano
French Horn
Trumpet
Tuba
Director

Melinda Higgins
Lynne Craig
Diana Padrick
Cathy Cronin
Jane Dunnett
Lansing Wagner
Fay Rubin
Judy Fitch
Cindy Young
Stacey Stover
Andrea Trojanoski
Karen McKenzie
Donna St. Peter
David Buchanan
Michele Bremner
Audrey Robinson
Clayton Smith
Heather Macleod
Peter Parker
Chuck Marston
Chris Haskell
Aimee Simoneau
(Miles Greenacre)
(not present)
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ChOfUS

is made up of a group of musically interested Bangor High School students. These
students get together six mods a week to rehearse for concerts which are given
all year long. These people enjoy working hard enough at rehearsals to be above average at
their performances. To be in chorus, you need no exceptional musical ability, though Mrs.
Sigler (the director) would appreciate every little bit.

1st ROW: Bonnie Oldenburg, Carmen Solorzano, Sue Hallsworth, Cheryl Crook, Debbie Walls, Debbie Kenny, Andrea Trojanoske, Cheryl Robinson. 2nd ROW: Jennette Adams, Karen Dyer, Cindy Young, Karen Littlefield, Teresa Brownewell,
Jamie Chandler, Glenn Mower, Tony Dauphinee, Lisa Gotlieb, Meg Moore, Amy Reynolds, Molly Dyer, Cathy McLeod.
3rd ROW: Rosemary Dyer, Judy Gunn, Valerie Dauphinee, &Ueen Stoker, Debbie Poland, Marilynn Phillips, Paul Baron,
John Trainer, David Buchanan, Robert Byard, Sue Wiley, Anna Wong, Michele Bremner, Barbie Woodman, Linda Salas,
Vikie Morrow. 4th ROW: Debbie Dumas, Vicki Rolsky, Michelle LaJoie, Nancy Eaton, Diana Padrick, Holly Oldenburg,
Peter Parker, Steve Jacques, Gary Theriault, Mike Tripp, Evan Cox, Bob Dunmng, Gail Gardiner, Frances Danford, Cheryl
Berg, Martha Kennett, Barbara Brookings, Judy Zoidis.

Pilgrim 20

FINE ARTS
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Oral Interpretation by Matthew Rich, Roy Tripp, and Carl Williams.
David Rubinoff
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Once Upon a Mattress
CAST
(In order of their appearance)
Minstrel . .
John Trainer
Princess No. 12 .
Jayne Osler
Wizard . . .
Stephen Sias
Lady Larken .
• . • .
• Rosemary Dyer
Queen Aggravain. .
. . Sharon Hamel
Prince Dauntless . •
. . George Mishio
King Sextimus the Silent....
Anthony Dauphinee
Jester. . . . . . . . . . •
Carl Williams
Sir Studley •
. . . . Roy Tripp
Sir Luce • .
. . . James Taylor
1st. Knight .
. • Reginald Hagerman
2nd. Knight .
. . • . • Gary Leighton
3rd. Knight . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . John Utter
Lady Rowena .
.
•
Jamie Chandler
Lady Merrill . . , . . . . • . • . . Elaine Williams
Lady Lucille • . • . . . . • . • . • . Carolyn Swan
Sir Harry . . • . . . . , , • . . . William Gallant
Emily . . . . . .
• . . . . Lorraine Bryer
Princess Winnifred •
. Deborah Saltzman
Lady Mabelle . . .
Theresa Michaud
Lady Marie . • . ,
. Eleanor Rolnick
Nightengale of Samar Kand
. . • Pam Nute
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ROTC

Lt. Col. Roshto

Msg. Corning

Sgt. Maj. Higgins

Sfc. Nash
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Stetson Rifles

1st ROW: Les Ashe, David Wong, Walter Washburn, Don Wilson, Jim Doherty, Sheldon Raymond,
Cliff Rhome, Charles Harvey, Bob Rooney, Gilbert Jameson, George Zitaner, Tom Shirley. 2nd
ROW: Steve Gibbons, Glenn Mower. 3rd ROW: Dennis Harvey, Peter Barber, Clifford Thies,
Richard Edwards. 4th ROW: Commander David Buchanan, Richard Goodwin, Galen Wood, Butch
Quimby, Jay Hall, Earl Losier.

Bangor High School's own -A precision drill team well known for trick drill and precision
marching throughout the State of Maine and Eastern Canada.

1st ROW: Walter
Richard Greene,
David Wellman,
Clifford Rhome,

Leighton, Edward Barry, Gregory Grover, Gary Theriault, Jon Libby, Joe Benoit,
Gary A. Craig, Tom Shirley, Curtis Brown. 2nd ROW: Captain Paul Baron,
Co-Captain; Ken Rowell, Co-Captain; Steve Blaylock, Les Ashe, Steve Allen,
Bob Averill.

Many will know the meaning of defeat once they hear the thunder of our rifles.
45

Company A

Company B

Company C

Company D

Company E

Company F

Rangers

No mountain is too high for us to conquer, the ski s l ope does not exist
that we cannot negotiate -lest we lay down our ropes , piton hammers and
skis.

Honor Guard
If those who die are veterans they deserve a burial with military honors - "We will be
there. "

1st ROW: Wilbur Watson, Glenn Goodwin, Lowell Goodwin, Commander, Jeff Haskell, Ron Fl agg . 2nd ROW:
Paul Lamson, Arthur Nagelin, Bob Roberts, Bob Hall, Mike Lucas.
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Stetsonettes

1st ROW: Guametta Bell, Amy Reynolds, Vicki Bischoff, Debbie Kenny, Debra Walls, Terry
Payeur, Commander, 2nd ROW: Debbie Rackliffe, Debbie Doherty, Jolene Gallant, Je anne kobinson, 3rd ROW: Charlotte Maher, Vicky Kinney, Cheryl Robinson, Cheryl Woodard. 4th ROW:
Helen Fry, Jackie McTigue, Audrey Robinson, Gretchen Joy, Ann Gray .

OFFICERS: Terry Payeur, Debbie Doherty, Guametta Bell,
Audry Robinson .

The Stetsonette s are one of the Bangor High
Schools finest representatives-Noted for their
compe titive spirit, precision, and first place or
nothing a ttitude - A team that has carried its ba nner
to victory throughout New Engla nd a nd Ca nada.
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GAC
The Girls Athletic Council is a
group of ten girls
first elected by the
girls' Physical Ed
classes. Each year
sophomores are cho sen to make up for
the seniors who have
left. The council is
responsible for or ganizing all girls
clubs and intramural
sports. They also
plan recreational
evening programs.
Miss Arnold is the
advisor.

Miss Arnold, Advisor, Beth Weston, Debbie Chase, Pres. ,
Rhonda Berg, Heather MacLeod, Jane Dunnett, Janet Wood,
Laura White.

Ram Rousers

1st ROW: Cheryl Daigle, Karen Tracy, Meg Moore, Terri Chapman, Paula Lizotte , Brenda Bernard, Debbie Kenny, Donna Patles, Carol Shone. 2nd ROW : Barby Brookings, Mary Lou Hill,
Gail Murchison, Pam Robinson, Betty Tabb, Cheryl .Robinson, Robert.a Robinson, Cathy Cormier.
3rd ROW: Martha Kennett, Dawn McLaughlin, Debbie Ramsey, Debbie Bell, Mary Jane Estey,
Gerry Bernard, Dianne Shorey, Ann Cummings, Cathy Shone, Cathy Paine, Lin Willey.
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B-Club

in the School

1st ROW: Wayne Day, Gary Tuck, Bill Lander, Fred Barry, Roy Warren, Mike Martin, Chuck Shepley, Evan
Cox, Jim Clark, Ted Corbett, Robbie Estey. 2nd ROW: Randy Littlefield, Arthur Kotredes, Mike Tremble,
Jobie Carlisle, Jim LeClair, Lee Sumner, Larry Mahoney, Bruce Brookings, Joel Dougherty, Steve Ames, Ned
Neville, Greg Corbett. 3rd ROW: Alan Darrah, Tom MacDonald, Chris McGrath, Tim Babcock, Lloyd Willey, Flip McFarland, Larry Eldridge, Bruce Soulas, Mike Rice, John Mooney, Kevin Cahill.

Booster's Club

in the Community
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Varsity

1st ROW: Pam Evans, Pat Cormier. 2nd ROW: Gayle LeBritton, Patty McNamara, Penny Youngs, Cindy Cosmos . 3rd ROW:
Belinda Vandestine, Julie Newhall, Cathy Quinn, Betta Schreiber.
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J.V.'S

1st ROW: Terri Chapman. 2nd ROW:
Paula Lizzotte, Rae Fournier, Pam
Robinson. 3rd ROW: Carole Ryder,
Karen Tracy, Mary Lou Hill, Cheryl
Daigle, Karen Waggoner.
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1st ROW: CO-Captains Larry Leighton, Greg Corbett, Larry Mahoney. 2nd ROW: Scott Bostock, Gary Rogers, Bruce
Brookings, Mike Tremble, Wayne Day, Terry Robinson, Bruce Beane, Ted Corbett, Chuck Shepley. 3rd ROW: Robbie
Estey, Ned Neville, Brian Hallsey, Ron Redman, Mark Emery, Mike Young, Scott Blume, Bob Averill, Al Orlick,
Mike Martin, Ches Jones, Arnold Higgins, Mike Shepley. 4th ROW: Mgr. Gil Jameson, Gary Craig, Tim WQ.itney,
Jim Scripture, Gary Theriault, Mike Leeman, Tom Palmer, Bryce Johnston, Larry DeYoung, Steve Simpson, Stat.
Jeff Flanagan. 5th ROW: Mgr. Bruce Soulas, Justin Boudreau, Brian Strout, Jeff Dunham, Andy Freese, Pete McCarty,
Craig Yerxa, Rich Newman, Brian Cox, Joe Benoit, f.d Bryce. 6th ROW: Mgr. Rick Spearing, Zev Myerowitz,
Russell Laflamme, Ron Crane, Tom Graham, Chris Sargent, Randy Elliott.

Hallsey from behind.
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Photo by Deborah Chase
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Opposition
Lawrence
Biddeford
S. Portland
Cony
Edward Little
Lewiston
Rumford
Brunswick
Waterville
Brewer
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28
22
8
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Cross Country

1st ROW: Greg Goding, Joe Civiello, Rod Grant, Randy Littlefield, Arthur Kotredes, Fred Barry, Joel Dougherty. 2nd
ROW: Manager Jim Dunning, Dana Briggs, Tom Civiello, Steve Grant, Kevin Cahill, Jeff Hill, Ben Shepard, Coach
Cimbollek.

Coached by Mr. Cimbollek,
the Ram Dalers finished the
season with a 4-14 record,
but placing in ten of those
fourteen meets. Bangor
hosted the Invitational statewide cross-country meet on
October 21. We finished 3rd
out of eleven teams and 125
runners.
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Swim Team

1st ROW: Steve Sawyer, Rick Sleeper, Evan Cox, Brian Hallsey, Tim Babcock, Dick Leeman. 2nd ROW : Coach
Fred Pierce, Mgr. Bob Bartlett, Brian Cox, Pat Constantine, Ed Palmer, George Eyerer, Steve Ames, Carl Kosobud, Ron Redman, Bruce Soulas. 3rd ROW: Alan Darrah, Tom MacDonald, Gary Gerow, Lee Sumner, Roy
Warren, John Boulter, John Eisentrager, Gary Theriault, John Wardwell, Buddy Willey -- Coach Phil Emery not
pictured.

Tri-Captains MacDonald, Sumner, Babcock

photos by Jim Le Clair
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Varsity

1st ROW: Mgr. Steve Mower, Joe Civiello, Jeff Hill, Paul Hess, Steve Grant, Tom Civiello, Dana Briggs, Mgr.
Glenn Mower. 2nd ROW: Jim Traverse, John Mooney, Mike Rice, Robbie Estey, Kevin Cahill, Coach
Cimbolleck.
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Junior Varsity
1st ROW: Coach Briggs, Mgr. Steve Mower, Tom Graham, Donnie Coleman, Mike Stevenson, Mike Leeman, Mgr.
Andy Berger. 2nd R OW: Tim Prouty, Chris Sargent, Joe Benoit, Rod Hathaway, Danny Roy, Pete McCarty, Rich Newman.

phot os by John Diamond.
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photo by Heather Macleod

1st ROW: Pam Johnson, Val Mcintosh, Co-Capt. Beth Weston, Co-Capt. Debbie
Chase, Betsy Grant, Heather Macleod. 2nd ROW: Coach Miss Sawyer, Sally Anderson, Sue Skinner, Laura White, Rosemary Treadwell, Carol Hamm, Betty
Niles, Rachel Therrien.

Girls Varsity
Basketball
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"MEMBERS OF THE
f AClllTV••• ''

Business
Department

MRS. JUDY, Dept. Head

MR. TREMBLAY

Business students receive an education in the
knowledges, skills, and attitudes which they can use
for employment and advancement in business oc cupations. Additionally, information and skills
needed by all citizens which aid them to use in telligently the services of business and to manage
their personal affairs dealing with the business
world are furnished. Personal typewriting offered
to non -business students provides a writing tool that
is of value as an adjunct to any career and everyday
living.
MR. QUINN

]_
MRS. WARDWELL

MRS . JOHNSON

MR. ST. PIERRE

English Department

MR. ABBOTT

MR, WOODCOCK

Morale is extremely high in the English department this
year. "It is, it really is!" exclaimed the department head,
Wallace Woodcock.
Teachers, as well as students, are pleas ed with more class time and specific time
limits set for written assignments.
Mr. Woodcock explained, "We are working this year on a plan that will allow students
on all levels to elect a phase of English for
their final quarter of study, such as "The
Bible as Literature", "Song Lyrics as Poetry",
and divisions of foreign literature.

MRS, SVOBODA
Journalism
MR. MACDONALD

MR, MILLS
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MRS. JONES
Creative Writing

MRS. TROWBRIDGE

MR. COFFEY

MRS. HASKELL
Language Arts

MISS LEVASSEUR

MRS. BOOTH
77

MR. LOUNSBURY

MR. FOSTER

Industrial Arts
The Industrial Arts courses are based in a
free -choice system - all areas are elective . Mr .
Foster is "quite proud of the wide variety of programs offered;" including Power-Transportation
(Metal and Aviation), Woodworking, and Graphic
Arts.

MR . KRUPKE

MR. BURROWS
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MR. LEE

MAJOR EVANS
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MRS. RADKE

MR. JOHNSTONE, Department Head

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
This year the science department has let the student pursue his course through independent study.
The students course was also supplemented by at
least one large group meeting a month.
Students in the general chemistry course and in
Biology II had the opportunity of choosing areas of
individual study.
Of course the labs of all the science courses are
always humming, and this year was no exception.
Each lab had their share of small disasters!

MR. MACMILLAN

MR. GUYETTE
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MR. HEDLUND

MR. DURHAM

MR. JOYAL
MISS CANTY

MR . BRIDGES
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Language Department

MR

ECONOMU

The language department consists of French, German,
Latin, Russian, and Spanish. All first year language stu dents are kept together to ensure getting the basic funda mentals. The second year students may go at their own rate.
The first years of study are spent learning the grammar and
vocabulary. In the final year of study, the emphasis is on the
oral and conversational aspect of the language.
MR. DIAZ

MRS. PEAKES

MRS
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DAIGLE

SISTER Fl.IZABETH
MRS. POTTER

MRS . ST. PIERRE

MRS. WATSON
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VWE involves students who are planning to go into local labor markets after the completion
of high school. The relevancy of the program is supplemented by school and community work
experience during the junior and senior years.
This department is alone in its utilization of the Pantoon System (a facet of Model Schools).
In this system, the interrelationship between areas of study is emphasized, presenting the total
aspect of education.
This year two new courses have been added to the department- -Communication Skills and
Survey Outdoor Jobs.

•

MRS. ROYAL

MRS. POPHAM

MRS, PULLEY

Coming together is a beginning,
Keeping together is progress;
Working together is success.
MR. MCLEAN

Special Education
Teaching the students his daily work, the
special class trains and places him in actual
job situations. The course is designed to meet
the scholastic needs of the less academically
talented students . Mr. Barry Crocker teaches
the class, which is in its tenth year.
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MR . CROCKER

Fine Arts

MR. LIBBY, Department Head

The Fine Arts Department continues its
program in art, music, dramatic arts and
speech. The courses in the department have
all the facilities, teachers, and materials
necessary for directing and developing the
creative talents of Bangor High School Students, besides the sanctuary provided for us
in the friendly rooms of D wing.

MR. O'DONNELL, Art
Assistant Teacher

MR. WALKER, Band
86

Imagination, like belief,
Transforms the world.
Samuel F. Morse

MR. SIMONEAU, Orchestra

MRS. SIGLER, Chorus
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MR . PIKE, Dramatic Arts

MRS. BROWNE, Dram atic Arts
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MRS. MAHANEY
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The popularity of Home Economics this year is evidenced through its tripled enrollment. The establishment
of semester courses and the flexibility of schedules have
encouraged this increase (masculine as well as feminine)
..• The foods department is comprised of a most sociable
group - cooking whatever they desire and inviting friends
in to partake of the finished products ... A very contemporary clothing class is being offered with the recent development in fabrics encouraging unique and creative
individual projects. Some industrious and imaginative
girls are even designing their own lingerie .. . In addition
to the Marriage and Family course, there is now an opportunity to study Human Growth and Child Development,
offering chances to learn from and observe actual situations within the community .

Home Economics

MISS NOLAN
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Math Department

MR. SMITH -Department Head

The Math Department is a "most harmonious group, noted for their marvelous
rapport. " They are encouraging their students to pursue knowledge on an individual, independant basis. Students who have exhausted the supply of math courses offered at BHS, but wish to maintain their proficiency, have organized a math seminar which meets for two mods every Friday with Mr. Diamond.

MRS. WHITNEY

MR. DIAMOND

photo by
Cathy Mcleod

MR. ECK
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MR. BEULER

MRS. ROBERTS

MRS. BRANN

Student instruction in computer-programming is available.
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MR. HARRISON

Driver
Education

MR. IREIAND

Definitely one of the most popular courses at BHS,
Driver Ed. gives priority to upperclassmen (one of the
advantages of seniority). The fearless Mr. Ireland relies
on his quick reflexes and duel brakes to safely survive
the tricky manuevers of student drivers. Those successfully completely the course are awarded a certified learn er's permit and 1/4 of a credit scholastically.
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MISS ARNOLD

MR. RHODES, assistant

Physical Education

MISS SAWYER

MR . MILES

MR. CIMBOLLEK

MISS DOYLE

MR . HODGE

MR. BOURASSA

Social Studies

MR. JONES

Problems worthy of attack
prove their worth by
hitting back. -Piet Hein

The Social Studies department, headed this year
by Mr. Robert Jones , is diligently "attempting to answer the problems and criticisms of last year by providing greater teacher -student con tact and stronger
accountability . " This has resulted somewhat in a loss
of flexibility ; however, morale is high among both
teachers and students .

"We are blessed with clerical aide
and two assistant teachers , ...
MISS BRIDGES

MR. ROBINSON
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MRS. SULLIVAN

MRS. GILLESPIE
Psychology

MR. BARRY

MR. QUINE

MR. WALTON
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Library

MRS. HENDERSON

MRS. BROWN

Under the guidance of our librarian, Mrs . Henderson, and her aide, Mrs. Brown, the library is
ever-increasing in its capacity to instill cultural
and intellectual appreciation in the minds of the
youths of BHS. We now possess an art collection,
pieces of which can be signed out by interested stu dents. For those who wish to utilize the newlyacquired micro-film reader, the library subscribes
to several micro-film editions of current magazines .
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Richard Hardy, Averill Weeks, Raymond Hansen, Eddie Tozier,
Larry Leighton, Dana Robertson.

Janitor-JIM CIARK

People
We
Need

1st ROW: Tina Libby, Madlyn Bertrand, Gertrude St. Peter . 2nd
ROW: Glenis Ogilvie, Doris MacDonald, Marjorie Kelley, Jo Novak,
Edna Ewings, Bunny Heath, Winnie MacLeod.

Nurse-MRS. LEE

MRS. BROOKS
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Guidance
Department
All students have been known to be in need of counselling during their high
school years whether in the area of scheduling, future plans and education, or
dealing with complications that arise as one becomes an adult. In order to meet
the needs of each student on an indi victual basis, the Model Schools Program
provided for the home base teacher to function as an advisor for the twenty students in their homebase. A student has the same teacher-advisor all during high
school and has the opportunity to develop a personal relationship. The guidance
office, as always , welcomes all students who wish professional counselling or
wish simply to browse through the abundance of information concerning colleges
and careers .

MR. KIAIN and PATTY MCNAMARA
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0

MR. COCO helps Steve Domenico.

Secretary, MRS. INFORATI

MR. BALLANGER and PENNY YOUNGS.
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Bangor's First Elected School Board
Flanked by Assistant Superintendant of Schools Alvah Mcintosh and Superintendant of Schools Wendall Eaton are Philip Ingegneri, Judith Rice, Chairman John McKay, T . J. Anderson, and Albert Weymouth.

Bangor High
Meets the
Candidates.
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Administration
"I once heard a professor of school
administration at the University of
Maine say 'show me your principal and
I will know what kind of school you
have', " Mr . Lundquist recalls . "It is up
to the principal to set the tone for the
high school.
"I feel it is administrative responsi bility to keep a feeling of academic free dom going throughout the school; to see
that no teachers or student need be a fraid to express his views or to press
for improvements. It is my job to have
enough guts to take an unpopular stand
if necessary; to stick my neck out for
the good of the school and to make things
go smoothly.
"Finding all these qualities in one
man is probably impossible but most
high school administrators are judged on
how close they come. "
MR. LUNDQUIST

COL . ROSITTO
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MR . BAXTER

Office
Staff

MRS . BR ONTAS

MRS. HALL

MRS. DOWNES

MRS. CARLSON

MRS. HAMILTON

MRS. BOUTILIER
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(Photo by George Wood IV)
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1st ROW: Judy Ingraham, Rae Fournier, Patty Bell, Jennette Adams, Laurie Higgins-Sec., Cheryl Robinson. 2nd ROW: Mr.
Joyal, Adv., Debbie Files, Amy Freese-V. Pres., Mike Tripp, Bruce Jacobs-Pres., Janet Sponberg, Sue Boyce, Beryl
Swartz-Treas. , Mrs. Wardwell-Adv.

Just a word to the sophomore class: this
has been a good building year for us. We are
fortunate to have two more years together here
at B.H,S. Let's work together and make it a
rewarding experience.
Bruce Jacobs

!Oo

Photo by Jim LeClair

How can you be two places at once
When you're nowhere at all?
Firesign Theater
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Junior Class Council

1st ROW: Bindy Brown- treas., Joel Dougherty-Pres. , Chuck :'viarston- V. Pres., Janet Wood- Sec.
2nd ROW: Mrs. Jones- Adv., Barb Doucette, Mitzi Black, Julie Newhall, Karen Tracy, Janet
Cheever, Fay Rubin, Gail Plesset, Pam Robinson, Brenda Pierce, Mr. Quine- Adv. 3rd ROW:
Denise Chamoff, Jean Ainaire.

This year the junior class has planned numerous
activities . We hope to make the class of '73 one of the
finest classes to come from B. H. S. During Brewer
Week, the class showed much enthusiasm and I hope
that they continue to PEP the school up the way they did .
Joel Dougherty
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Renee St. Pierre--sizing up the situation.
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Friendly Persuasion
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photo by George Wood IV
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The class of 1972 has done new and exciting things. We have proved that we are a
spirited, innovative, and determined group.
We have taken part in all aspects of school
life . Through community programs, we have
shown our concern in local problems. Our
years at Bangor High School have been mem arable and rewarding.
Sec . Nancy Eaton
Pres. Bill Gallant
V-Pres. Libby Woodcock
Treas. Sandy McHale

1st ROW:
Ann Davis
Sandy Halkett
Libby Woodcock
Nancy Eaton
2nd ROW:
Jane Lobley
Julie Eyerer
Jo Mclellan
Chery 1 Crook
Nancy Carr
3rd ROW:
Mr . Hedlund, adv .
Bill Gallant
Sandy McHale
Terry Robinson
Mrs. Johnson, adv.
not pictured
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photo by -- Jim Leclair

"But I have 12 mods of lunch resource ... "
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Jack Starr and 440 lbs. of corn-fed fat.
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Other 1972 Graduates
Al SanAntonio
Michael D. Baron
Gary Elliot
Bruce Hamm
John Kelleher
Steve Lamson
Al Leighton
Tom Little
Terry Marley
Joyce McCann

Kevin McKay
Richard Patterson
Lynne Pellon
Carl Picurro
Jeanne Redmond
Gary Rebinson

Mason Seavey
hia Thompso
-~•Hwa!.·

Wade

DENNIS ALLEN

I met a man who Josi his mind
In some lost place I had to find
Follow me the wise man said
But he walked behind

STEPHEN B. AMES

LYNN ANDERSON

If I had my life to live over again I

A Little nonsense now and then is rchshed by the best of men .

wouldn't change a thing. Would you?

Anonymous

LINDA L. ANTONICK

GINNY ANDERSON
Sad words. good words, your words.

Humor

and mine offered to us by the Beatie.
Can you dig them'
Derek Taylor

to abuse .

which it's the fashion
William S. Gilbert

NORMAN GUY ARMSTRONG
Eat , drink . and be merry, for tom·
morrow you may die'
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1s a drug

TIMOTHY DAVID BABCOCK
ln the world who knows not to swim,
goes to the bottom.

ANN LOUISE BAILEY

BRENDA JEAN BAKER

Oh, call it by some better name. For
friendship sounds too cold.
Thomas Moore

Give to the world the best you have
and the best will come back to you.

JOHN MACKENZIE BAMFORD

DAVID A. BARBER

Stand tall. stand free.

··Parents"'
Children aren't happy with nothing to
ignore. And that's what parents were
created for.
Ogden Nash

PAUL MICHAEL BARON
Nothing will ever be attempted if all
possible objections must first be
overcome.

B Jonson
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FREDERICK KEVIN BARRY
And life is itself but a game at football

Scott

ROBERT BARRY
Everybody 1s a

~tar

I can fcCI it when you shine on me.
I love you for who you arc
Not the one you feel you need to be.

ROBERT DAVID BARTLETT
Those who deny freedom to others
deserve it not for themselves .

SANDRA M BATH
In youth we want to change the world
in old age: we want to change the
youth .

PAMELA SUSAN BAXTER
If you can sec only what lighl rcvc:ab
and hear only what sound announcc!t.
then in truth you do not sec nor do
you hear.
Gibran

CATHY BEAL
One today is worth l wo tomorrows .
Ben hanklin

BRUCE BEANE
Always do right. This will gratify
some people. and astonish the rest
Twain

JALINE BEAULIUE
"'Life is for hvmg and loving and caring and sharing with someone you

hkc."
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SHAWN BETTERLEY

Everywhere in the world is this marvelous balance of beauty and disgust,
magnificence and rats.

- Emerson

KATHERINE JOYCE
BERNATCHE
Still waters run deep.

RHONDA BETH BERG

It is the fine rain that soaks us
through.

DEBORAH LYNN BLAISDELL
You give but little when you give of

your possessions. It is when you give
of yourself that you truly give.
- Kahlil Gibran

ALICIA WINDEAITE
BLATCHFORD
Only that day dawns to which we are

awake. There is more day to dawn.
The sun is but a morning star.
Thoreau

DEAN BISCHOFF

Though I am always in haste, I am
never in a hurry.
Wesley

scon J.

BOSTOCK

All good things arc wild and free.

Thoreau

JANE DARYL BLAISDELL
Nothing is given so profusely as
advice.
la Rochcfoucauld
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photo by Jim LeClair

DEBRA A BOYCE

GEORGE BOYLE

DANA GORDON BRIGGS

mcc to be important bul much
more important to be nia:.

Go forth under the open sky, and lilt
to nature's tcachmgs
Bryant

Having loved a Coney Island life on
roller coaster ups and downs and seen
my helium hopc5 break skyward without me. I take pcrhap~ my last ride on
this planet-carousel and ask how
many more ti mes round I have to
catch lhal bru!l-nns-sun before the
game•~ up
Jame• L. Weil

MITCHELL D BOWDEN

It

One touch at nalurc makes the whole
world km.
Shakespeare

IS

MICHAl:L Pl:TER BROOKER
Everything comes

ir

BRUU W BROOKINGS

man will only

wait

Benjamen O.uach
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DEBRA JEAN BROWN

Michael Sloat receiving his diploma.

DIANE DEANA BRYANT

BOB BURNHAM

J EFFREY BUDDEN

DEBRA l YNN BURK E

It matters not how long you Ii~ but
ho w well.

Ca ndy is dandy
But liquor is quicker

S tudy as If you were to live forever.
Live as if you were to die tomorrow.

P.Syrus

If I e .. r reach the top
It will be the hard wa)
Fighhn1 my own laLH1CH and
rancc
herptep the way

or

BR UCE CA RM ICHAEL

RON CA Ml:RON

Kl:VIN CAHI LL
There

11

not great genius without

w>mc touch of madnes\
Seneca

11no-
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Never trust the advice of a man in dif·
ficult1cs.

Aesop

CARYN ANN CARR

NANCY EVELYN CARR

H . STANLEY CARSON

Whenever things seem to go dead
wrong, it wouldn't be a bad idea to
stop and sec if your not facing in the
wrong direction.

We arc sailing away on a ri"cr to the
sea.
Maybe you and me will meet again.

If a man docs not keep pace with his
companions, perhaps it is because he
hears a different drummer. Let him
step to the music he hears, however
measured. or however far away.
Thoreau

Taylor

LOIS JEAN

HANDLER

peak your 1ru1h qu1e1ly and clearly;
and listen to others. even the dull and
ignorant They too have 1hcir story

VICCI I. CHADBOURNE

DEBORAH ANN CHASE

Within you there is a stillness and
sanctuary to which you can retreat at

Fear not that your life shall come to

an end. but rather that it shall never
have a beginning.

anytime and be yourself.

LORAIN I: FAYI: CHASON

PATRICIA CHASI:

That which we arc, we arc .

Live for today. for tomorrow may be
too late .
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CANDACE LOUISE CHURCH
They told me that life could be just
whal I made it
Life could be fashioned and worn like a gown;

I.

the

designer; mine the decision whether to
wear

it with bonnet or crown .
Nan Terrill Recd

JONH M. CHIARELL

THOMASG. CIVIELLO
Games lubricate the body and the

mind.
Ben Franklin

CINDY NADINE CLARK

JAMES W. CLARK

I please the friend who please) me

For God so loved 1he world, that he
gave his only begonon Son. that wh<>-

Aleman

socvcr bclicveth in him should not
perish. but have everlasting life .
John3:16

LINDA JANE COLFORD
The most wasted day o f all 1s that on

which we have not laughed
Sandburg

SYLVIA COMER
Seek and you shall find
Knock and the door w1 II open
Ask and 1t shall be given
and hi s love comes a tumblin' down .
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ANDREA MARY
CONSTANTINE
The burden of self is lighlened when I
laugh at my self.
Rabindranath Tagore

PATRICK CONSTANTINE

Today you're young, you're old
Tomorrow.
Change il is said is the reason.
Beliefs once strong, seem now so
hollow;
The firm ground of Yesterday's gone.
Though memories born will linger on,

The firm ground of yesterday's gone .
"Yesterday's Gone"

DIANE COOK

CHRISTINE LAVON COOPER

" Live for yourself and not for

A smile means the same in any
language .

others ."

TllcODORE JAMES
CORBETI

GREGJ CORBIT
A man 1s not a man unul he pr O\I C~

PAUL

have fa ced many tas ks but the
toughest ha yet to come
l1 re

him self.

ALYCE CORMIER

I've go t no thing t o d o toda y but
smile
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CYNTHIA JANE COSMOS
We need one another. So I will defend
each man as my brother. each man as
my friend.

LYNN MARIE CRAIG

DEANNA LEE CRONIN

There is only one success to be able
to spend your life in your own way.

To appreciate heaven well, •Tis good
for a man to have some fifteen minutes of hell.
- Will Carleton

- Christopher Morley

MARY V CRONIN

CHERYL CROOK

Tempest-tossed souls, know this
in
the ocean of life. the isles of Blessedness are smiling, and the sunny shore
of your ideal waits your coming. Sclfcontrol is strength; Right thought is
mastery; Calmness is power. Say
unto your heart. Peace be still'

Happiness stands like a maid at your
gate, Why should you think you will
find her by roving? Never was greater
a mistake than to hate, In short; try
loving.

ROBERT A. CROOKER

I was a little boy; now I'm a big boy.
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SHEILA CROSS
What is precious is never to be
forgotten.

MAUREEN ELIZABETH
CROWE

The: quickest way to hccomc an old
dog is to stop learning new tricks.

DANIEL CUMMINGS
A closed mouth catches not nics.

JANET BISHOP CUNNINGHAM

I've taken my run where I've found it.

JOEL EDWIN CUTLER

While men 1n top hats and tails impale themselves on 6-mch nails some
arabian also - ran impersonates a
watering can.

Kc1lh Recd

RICHARD JOHN CYR
Something attempted,

done.

RICHARD DALEY

If you wanl lo live a happy life. don'l
live somebody clscs.

TONY DAUPHINEE

Man has hi will, but woman has her
way
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something

ROBERT WILLIAM DAVIS
Thcre·s a sucker born every minute.

MARY JO DAVIS
The mind of the people is like mud,
from which arise strange and bcauti·

ful things.
W.S. Turner

ANN ELIZABETH DAVIS
Let today embrace the past with re·
mcmbrancc and the future with

longing.
Gibran

HEATHER GAIL DcGRASSE
God BlcS> the child who can stand up
on his own and say I've got my own.

WAYNE ALLEN DAY
Life, like a dome of many colored
glass. stains the white radiance of
eternity.

HOWARD DAY
You've got one life to live but if you
work it right. once is enough.

RONALD B. DENNIS
Happiness can be thought, sought,
caught, given, or exchanged

not bought.

JOHN MICHAEL DEMASO
The one major thing that you have to
remember tonight when you go back
up into the woods to go to sleep is that
the man ncKt to you is your brother
and you damn well had better treat

him that way .
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ANNETTE LEE DE'TOUR
Of all things which wisdom provides
to make life entirely happy, much the

JANET L. DINSMORE

RALPH DOBLE

Happiness seems to be shared

Take some time for living.

g reatest is the possession of
friendship .

JAMES DOHERTY, JR .
If a man docs not keep pace with his
companions, perhaps it is because he
hears different drummers. Let him
step to the music he hears however

measured or far a way.

STEVE DOMINICO

LEONARD E. DUFFY

One man with courage makes a
majority.
Andrew Jackson

When I saw you coming, I said to my
heart, What a pretty little stone to
stumble on
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JANA M . DUMOND

ROSE MARY DYER

808 DUNNING

The most utterly lost of all days is
that in which you have not laughed.

ANNA LIDDELL EATON

No human being has the right to condemn my love, how r.lUL.h I feel, or
my way of expressing it. ff I am sincere, then there is no pain or hurt intentionally to anyone that toudlCs my

life.

I have a heart with room for every

joy.
- Bailey

Wilham Kinder

WANDA EDGE

MARILYN ECONOMY
Sail away into the grasshopper night.

I'll think about that tomorrow. After
all. tomorrow is another day.
Scarlett 0' Hara

CYNTHIA FRANCES EATON

Wear a smile and have fncnds;
wear a scowl and have wrinkks!
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LARRY ELDRIDGE

Sport that wrinkled care derides, And
laughter holding both his sides.
Come, and trip it, as you go, On the
light fantastic toe.
Milton

SHEILA JUNE EMPLE

BETH EPSTEIN

A force is pushing me onto tomorrow
If it doesn't get me there
It's alright
I've had what I wanted

The eve of silence had cast its glance
upon the land. The moon softly sailed
across the horizon still looking for the
last days. The rain, too. had quietly
vanished into the depths and now the
only the children
fog conquered
could be heard weeping.

CINDY ESLIN

JULIANA B.J. EYERER
TOM ESTES
"HOPE" is the thing with feathers
That perches in the soul
And sings the tune without the words
And never stops
at all.

~appincss is one of man's greatest
gifts; however, it 1s not perfected till it
is shared.

PATRICIA M. FARRAR

W c arc made wise not by the recollections of our past. but by the rcsponsi·
bilities of our future.
George Bernard Shaw

Emily Dickinson

ROSE MARIE FARRIS

SUSAN LAURIE FEENEY

People always try to fulfill their own
greed, Instead of giving to those 1n
need; We preach Jove. yet practice
war, As our problems grow into
more; And with all this I don't understand. So I'll ask you, what arc the
Rights of Man?

Never before have we had
t1mcm wh1chtodosomuch!
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MARGARET ANN FESSENDEN

After all, it is not what is around us
But what is in us.
Not what we have
But what we arc that makes us happy.

W. Wilson
TERESA FICKET

DAVID A. FISKE

Life can only be understood back ·
wards; but it must be lived forward.

I
ARTHUR ALLEN FLETCHER

JUD ITH ANN FITCH

To insure Peace of Mind, ignore the

Life is like licking honey off a thorn.

Rules and Regulations.

George Ade

KATHY JEAN FOWLER

SAM E. FULLER, JR.

If not for presents, Elopement would

Love does not consist in gazing at

We know what we arc. but know not

be preferable

each other but in looking outward
together in the same direction.
De Saint' Exup'erx

what we may be.

STl:VEN R FLOWERS

George Ade
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William Shakespeare

IR VIN A. FU RR OW
A man's mind 1s himself

CA R OLYN GALEN

DONNA M ARI E GA LLAG H ER

Those who bring sunshine to the lives

"Friendship is just a little word. It's
people who make it big."

or others cannot keep it from

themselves.

Anon

JOSE PH GALLANT

MIK E GALLANT

Men today must learn to know
through .one another

HK

WILLIAM R. GALLANT

The crabby lutle girl.of today arc the
crabby old women of tomorrow
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SHARON GANNAWAY
To go against the dommcnt thinking
of your friends, of most of the people
you sec every day, is perhaps the most
difficult act of heroism you can
perform .

GAIL JEAN GARDINER

SCOTT GARY

Have great compassion for your fel-

Nothing 1n life is to be feared . It 1s
only to be understood .
Madame Curie

low man And try to help him whenever you can. For hfc is short and good
deeds too few So give what you've got
with all of you.

BRIAN GEAGHAN

CHERILLE GATES

••facts arc stubborn things."

Today well lived makes every yesterday a dream of happiness, and every
tomorrow a vu1on of hope

Alam LeSagc

FRANK GEAGAN
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CINDI GILBERT
Ti me moves on and so must we.

DAVID GOLDSMITH
••Jt 1s a difference of opinion that

makes race horses."

Mark Twain

JULIA GOODE
''I never let schooling interfere wilh
my education "

Mark Twain

JIM GRAHAM
"'Never g1vc a sucker an even break.··
WC Fields

RONALD GRAHAM
"Whatever has been.
sum;

11

a finished

Whatever will be. why let it come
Today 1s mine. And so you sec
I have the past and the yet to be

STEVEN M GRANT
Racing and hunting excite a man's
heart to madness

JOAN ELLEN GRAY
I just couldn't relate to anyone here
No one showed any sign of caring for

anybody but themselves. And. 11 "
these people who will travel the hardest road of hfe

NORA ANN GRIHIN
The good P•Ul os so far •way and the
near past 11 so horrible and lhc future
11 so pcnk>us. that the prcKnt ha\ a
chance to upand into a golden clcrn1 ·
ty or here and no..
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PATRICK GUNN
A good Folly is worth what you pay
for it.
George Ade

JUDITH E. GUNN
The sun rises and sets.
Ti me passes and men cannot men
cannot stop it.
The four seasons serve them,
The years flow like water.
Everything passes away before my
eyes.

LINDA !RENE GUPTILL
Existence would be intolc:rablc if we
were never to dream.

DEBI HALL
Flickering the breeze of soft breathing
The candle secs. but will never tell.

SANDRA TRUE HALKETT
"All things must change to something
nc w, To something strange."

Longfellow

DAWN R HAPl:RTHY
A day without a friend

11

a day with-

out sunshine

BARBARA HALLSWORTH
One enemy is too many.

PATRICIA JO-ANN HALL
''Life" too short
for bitter sorrow
W hat<:vcr will be.
Will come tomorrow "

P.J Hall
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Photo by John Demaso

CAROLYNE. HAMM

SHARON HAMEL

A II a long 1he Ice shore
Shells lie scatlercd in the sand

When wealth is lost, nothing 1s lost;

When hcahh is los1. some1h1ng os lost;
When character is lost. all is lost

Winking up like shining eyes

At me from the sea

BONNIE HAMMOND

CYNTHIA ELAINE HANSEN

''Living is easy with eyes closed Misunderstanding all you sec. h's getting
hard to be someone But it all works
out
It doesn't Malter much to
me
Bca1lcs

JOHN 0 HANSf.!'i

Of.BRA ANN HARLOW

If the ch0tcc 1s between unhapp), rich
and hapJJ>. poor
lhe laughing pau·
per 11 lhc one tocnv)

HapptncH 1s a by-product of an effort
10 make someone else happ)
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ROXANNf Rl:GINA ltARRIS

Men work loSClhcr
work apart or to1ct her

Whc1her lhcy

Carol Hamm is presented with D .A. R. award

BOB HARRISON

.. Let everyone sweep in front or his
own door, and the whole world will be
clean"
Goethe

LAVERNE HATCH

CHARLES B HARVEY. JR .

JAMES HATCH

A rolling stone gathers no moss, but
the rolling stone doesn't care. Mo-

••A man always has two reasons for
doing anything
a good reason and
the real reason."

mentum is what it wants to gather.

Live in peace
ArKi in peace
All living things
Will live.

HOLLY HICKSON

CLINT HIGGINS

To prom1"C not to do a thing
II the surest way 1n the world

The waves echo behind me. Patience
Faith
Openness. 1s what the sea

To make a body
Want lo go and do that very thing

h.- to teach. S1mphcity
Solitude
I n1erm1ttcncy
But there arc
other beaches to explore. T~rc arc
more shells to fond. This IS only a

"'If you compare yourself with others
you may become vain and bitter. for
there will always be greater and lesser
men than yourself."

DUSKA LEE HENRY

beginning

Anne M. Lindbergh
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Anonymous

KATHLEEN HIGGINS

MELINDA LISA HIGGINS

MIKE HIGGINS

"Life is bcautirul, spend it with someone you Jove, I plan to."

If I keep a green bough in my hearl,
the singing bird will come.
Chinese Proverb

Don't cross the bridge till you come to
it,
Is a proverb old, and of c"ccllcnt wit.

JOYCE MARIE HILL

MARY JEAN HON~Y

The most wasted day of all is that on

I thought I wepl for day• lhal were
But I did not. I •hcd my lean for the
me thal would not be again.

which we have not laughed

C Sandburg

KATHY LYN HUNTINGTON
BUNDA LEE INMAN
He who docs not ,..10 new fncnds each
succeeding year and continues 10
cherish old h1cndsh1ps, has not
learned the art orhving

Blened 11 he who lead• 1 country
hfe
Un~'cd Wllh aOUOUI CUCI, 1nd VOid
ohlnfe
Dndcn
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JEFFREY WILLIAM IRVIN

BOB JACKSON

JUDY LEE JACOBS

To live is to sec what pleasures
can be.

To wail friends lost
Is not by much so wholesome
profitable
As to rejoice at friends but newly
found.

HEATHER JOY

EARLE L. JELLISON
Opportumly merely knocks

Today well lived makes every yester-

lcmp-

day a dream of happiness, and every

tation kicks the door in.

tomorrow a vision of hope.

CANDANCI: MARIE KAN~

CHRIS ULLEHER. JR

KATHRYN E. KELLl:HER

Ard 1ha1 which I now lo•c I •hall lo•c
lo lhc coo or m~ days ~or lo..: " lhc

.. Tu not too late to change the

I would walk w11h all !hose who walk

•II I can attain and no pcnon shall

Alfred Lord Tennyson

"'arid ..

dcpri..: me !hereof
Kah hi G1br.n
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I "'ould not stand still to '11\'atch the
pr<XXsswn passinti: b)'
Kahlil G1bran

TERlll LEE KELLEY

How good 1s hrc to man; yet how far
removed is man from hfc .
Kahlil Gibran

SYLVIA KELSEY

DIANE ELAINE KESARIS

"Education is hanging around until

"We know what we arc, but know not

you catch on.

whal we may be."
Robert frost

Sha kespca re

MARGARET KING

ROBERT E. KINNEY

So nigh is grandcus to our dU5t. so

I am a mystery to musclf

15 God to man, when duty whispers low, thou must, Che youth rcphc'.,
I can
Ralph Waldo f.rncrson

near

always

t:hanging, alway' holding back somc-

1h1ng or myself. always searching for
who I am
Sullivan

KIMBFRLY M KNOWLES
Time 10 wonder ... Do I dare~"
and '"Do I due"" Time lo turn back
and de!ICend lhe 11air
Do I dare
d11turb the un1\lcnc In a minute there
11 time for dcc111on1 and rcv111on1
wh1c;h a minute will rcvcrte
TS l:.hol
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GALE ANN KOSOBUD
''May your memory of me be just as

beautiful as mine or you.··

ARTHUR W. KOTREDES

MICHELLE LAJOIE

Live fast, die young, and have a good
looking corpse.

Today is the first day of the rest of
your life.

WILLIAM J. LANDER. JR .

ROBERTS. LAMBERT

If I only may grow firmer. simptcr,
quieter, warmer

JANE D. LANPHEAR

Lo"" each day to the fullest. Get the
most from each hour. each day, and
each age of your life. Then you can
look forward with confidence and
back without regrets.
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TIM LAVIN

Do not meddle m the affairs of wizards for they arc subtle and quick to
anger.
J. R.R. Tolkien

<.:ORINNE LVAOIE
There would be no great ones if there
were no little ones.
George Hubert

DAVID M LAVOIE
like the waves of the sea, things arc
ever changing .

MELANIE I. LAWRENCE

UA YLE EDITH LEBRITTON
Remember, yesterday is bul today's
memory and tomorrow is today's
dream.

JAMES ALAN LECLAIR

Tomorrow,
come today

LARRY LEIGHTON
Be not angry that you cannot make
others as you whish 1hcm to be, since
you cannot make YOIJr'JClf a~ you wish

to be
Thomas A Kempis

JOLENE SUE LEIGHTON
A childhood 1howi the man, H morning show~ the day
John Milton
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!ICC

the things l hal never

PEGGY ANN LITTLEFIELD

There arc no strangers in this world,
just friends I have met.

DWANE A. LITTLE

How many years can a man turn his
head and pretend he just doesn' t sec .
Bob Dylan

BECKY LEIGHTON
We arc but one moment's sunlight

fading in the grass.

RHONDA LEA MacCABE

Who is it who I address
Who takes down what I confess
Arc you the teachers of my heart
W c teach old hearts to break.
Leonard Cohen

TRACY ANN LORD

Love while you have love to give;
Live while you ha Ye life to live.

JANE EVELYN LOBLEY

All to my<,clf I thrnk of you.
Think of the things we use to do,
Think of the things we use to say,
Thrnk of each golden yesterday.

Sometimes I sigh. sometimes I
smile
But I keep each olden. golden while
all to my>df
BRENDA MACDONALD

No one can make you feel infcri\'r
without your consent.

Eleanor Roosevelt

WILLIAM JAMES
MACDERMOTT

In every parting, there is an image of
death .
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LINDA MACDONALD
I gave the bread to the birds
Who flung me some crumbs of song;

PATRICIA ANN MACDONALD

THOMAS MACDONALD

JULIE RUTH MACLEOD

My friend is that one whom I can associate with my choiscst thoughts.

Swimmers arc sometimes called drips
But drips have to drop
And they can only come from the top.

Make me laugh, and then laugh with
me
I will bring you home and you will be
my friend
Even if you area buzzard .

A gay little tune scattered in fragments,

But it fed my spirit all day long.
Antionette E. Arnold

LAWRENCE J MAHONEY. JR
There's a hell of a univcnc out there

let'•go .
E. E. cUmmings

KAREN R. MARQUIS
To look up and not down,

To look forward and not back,
To look out and not in.
And to lend a hand

CANDACE E. MARTIN'
You will find, if you look back upon
your hfc, lhat the moments thal stand
out arc. lhc momcnh when you have
done things for others .

Henry Drummond
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WILLIAMS. MAYO

EMMY MCCARTHY

For 1his relief much I hanks.
Shakespeare

The most I can do for my friend is
simply to be his fnend.

SHEILA ANN MARTIN

PHIL MCFARLAND

••Make my coffee strong."

Henry David Thoreau

ERNEST MC fARLIN
"The smallest deed
mtcnllon ...

grcatc~t

11

CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL
MCGRATH

SANDY MCHALE
One's friends arc that part of the

better than the

••Every man who can be a first-rate
somethmg has no nght to be a fifth-

human race with which one can be
human.

ratc something; for a fifth-rate some-

George Santayana

thing is no better than a first-rate
J. G. Holland
nothing."
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GA IL MCK I NNON

KAREN G. MCKENZIE

TIMOTHY P. MCHALE

He liveth best who lovcth best

""No race of man is completely pure
Nor is any man's mind
And thats for sure
The winds mix the dust of every hand
And so will man."
Pete Seeger

All things both great and small.
Coleridge

STEVE MCULLAN

What I value more than all things IS
good humor .
Samuel Johnson

WANDA RAE MCLEOD

JOLENE ANNE MCLELLAN
The only way to have a fncnd
one.

1s

Friendship multiplies our blessing
and d1v1dcs our ills.

to be

GARY MESfRVEY

D PATRICIA MCNAMARA
When you part from your friend. you
grieve not;
For that which you love most in him
May be clearer in his absence.
As the mountain to the climber is
nearer from the plain.

"To fill an hour. that;, happiness"
R W. l:mcrwn
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ANDY MEUCCI
must learn the wa ys of one thing

before I die.

BARBARA CHRISTINE
FILOMENA MIRAGLIUOLO

SUSAN MARGARET MINCHER
Each year to ancient friendship add a
ring as to an oak.

··1 am only one, but still I am one; I

Lowell

cannot do everything. but still I can
do something; and because I cannot
do everything, I will not refuse to do
the something that I can do."

RHONDA MARY MITCHELL

ROBERT C. MODERY

I expect to pass through this world
but once. Any good thing. therefore.
that I can do or any kindness I can
show to any fellow human being let
me do it now.
Stephen Grellct

An idea isn't responsible for the peo-

ple who believe in it.
Donald Marquis

JANE LEEN MOORES

MARCIA LEA MOORES

MARIE ELAINE MOORES

Let earth rcJOICC when all mankind Ii
freed from man's unreasoning strife:
A votcc upon the wind cncs out that
Peace 1s Life

It is easy to draw back a stone thrown
with force from the hand as it is to
recall a word onix spoken.
Mendander

Be silent and safe; silence never betrays you.
O' Reilley

DONNA MARIE MOREAU

An exaggeration is a truth that has
lost its temper.
Kahlil Gibran

DA YID J. MORNEAULT

ROBERT NELSON

Ir you can find a path with no obstacles, it probably doesn't lead

.. None so blind as those who will not
sec."

anywhere.

Unknown

PAMELA ANN MORRILL

GAIL ANN MURCHISON

••Ain't it good to know that you've
got a friend when people can be so

Don't forget your friends. When trou-

ble comes, the face of an old friend is

like a ray of sunshine.

cold. They'll hurl you and desert you.
They"ll take your soul 1[ you let them,
but don't you let them ."
James Taylor

ROBERT NELSON

PAMELA JEAN MOTT

"We iudge ourselves by what we feel
capable or d01ng; othe" judge us by
what we have done ."

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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WES NICKERSON

Funny thing, originality docs not
copy you when your back is turned.

DAVID F. NILES

HOLLY ANN OLDENBURG

am not only witty myself, but the
CSU""! that wit is in olhcr men.
William Shakespeare

The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step .
Lao Tse

BETH NUCCITELLI

JENNIFER O'DONNELL

Wisdom is the prioopal thing; there-

I am one of the searchers
There arc, I believe millions of us.
We arc not unhappy, but neither arc
Wc really content.
W c continue to explore lire, hoping to

fore, get wisdom; and with all thy gelling get understanding .

Proverbs 4· 7

uncover its ultimate secret.
We continue to explore ourselves.
hoping to understand.
J. K.

PAMELA ANN NUTE

Everything 1s funny as long as it happens to someone else .
Will Rogers
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JAYNE R. OSLER
••No. you're not!" said Little Nicola.

EDWARD JOHN OWEN
frankly, my dear, I don't give a
damn.

Rhcll Butler

BONNIE JEAN OXLEY
The only thing certain in life is

change.

KATHI PARKER
The answer is to rel) on youth
They cannot be moved by those who
cling to a present that is already
dying. who prefer the illusion of security to the excitement and danger that
come with even the most peaceful
progress. It is a revolutionary world
we arc Jiving in.

Robert f. Kennedy
EILEEN S. PALMER
True Freedom 1s to share all the
chains our brothers wear and with
heart and hand to be earnest to make
others agree

James Russell Lowell

JAMES H PEAVEY
You can never plan the future by the
past.

Edmund Burke

FABIO TAUARES PEREIRA
Friends arc the greatest conquests
you can have and it will be more wor-

thy if you arc able to make them, on
case you deserve, like you in yourself.
not in themselves

JOHN PHILLIPS
Let thy speech be belier than \llcna:
or be silent
Olonysu~
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DOUGLAS C. POL YOT
The line is drawn, the curse is cast, the
first one now will later be last, and the
present now will soon be past.
Bob Dylan

ROHNA VIOLET PILOT
Have you thanked a green tree today>

LYNN HELEN PYZYNSKI
Life is to be fortified by many friendships. To love and to be loved is the
greatest happiness of existence.
Sydney Smith

JACKIE PORTER
I wish some people '«ould -.akc up
and sec they aren"t the onl} pebbles
on the shores of hfe I "'"h they"d sec
that the ir way ts not the only wa}.
that there arc other \\'3)S. and I "'ish
they'd let us live our way

Unknown

DEBRA JANE RAMSEY
life is a truly beautiful thing. share it
with someone special
toda).

THERESA J. QUIMBY
No matter how handsome or how

homely you arc, you still look better
when you smile
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SCOTT RAPAPORT

SHELDON R RAYMOND

SARA RLID

What doesn't kill me makes me

.. Nothing can bring you peace but
younclf."
R W Emerson

All the world's a stage. and all the

JACKIE RANDALL

"Everything comes

i(

a man will only

wait ...

stronger .

N1ctzchc

men and women merely players. They
have their exits and their entrances;
and one man 1n his time plays many

parts
William Shakespeare

l.IERRY Banana REILLY

Ex pcricnce

11

the name cvcr)'onc give\

CLIFFORD L RHOME
" Make haste slowly "
Anonymous

to their mistakes .
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VICKEY LEE RICE.
.. Strength 11 felt from hope ...
Alc>ander Pope

JOHN ROACH

RICHARD F. ROBERTS

AUDREY S. ROBINSON

The world belongs to the enthusiast
who keeps cool.

.. What's the use? Yesterday an egg,
tomorrow a fcathcrdustcr .••

..Conscience is nothing but other people inside you ...

MIKEL RICE

··ure is like a nowcr in spring
Along come a goat
Chomp. chomp. chomp

William Mcfee

Dirandcllo

Anonymous

TERRY ROBINSON

GARY ROGERS

JAM ES A . ROLLAND

"I cclcbralc myself and Sing myself
And what I assume you shall assume,
for every atom belonging to me as
well belongs to you _I loaf and in\'llC
my soul; I lean and loaf al my case
observing a spear of summer graH I
am lhc grass; I cover all •·

Shoulder lhc sky. my lad. and drmk

.. Growth is the only evidence of life ."

your ale .
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C. Newman

ROXANNA ELIZABETH
RUSSELL

RUTH A. RUSSELL

••An actually existent ny is more
important than a possibly existent
angel.
R.W. Emerson

A. J . SACHS
.. It matters not how straight the gate,

Wit consists in knowing !he resemb-

How charged with punishmcnls the
scroll. I am the master of my fate, I
am the captain of my soul."
Henly

lance of things that differ, and 1hcd1f-

fcrcncc ofthings that arc alike.
Madame de Staci

STEVE SANBORN

JANET ALICE SALLS
To accept a '3vor from a friend is to
confer one:.

We never forget things so well as
when we arc tired of talking about

John C Collons

them.
LaRochcfoucauld

r
SHEILA SALLEY

LINDA SUE

SAND~RS

"You arc a child, a child of the universe No bcucr than the Ka or the
•ky up above You have a nght lo he
here.••
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THOMAS C SAWYER
"When I run dry, I stop a while and
think of you ...
Simon and Garfunkel
STEVEN SAWYER

BETTA SCHREIBER
"We'~

It is in games that many men discover

only just begun

to live.''

their paradise.

Robert Lynd

FRANCES L. SANFORD

ANGELI MARIA SEAVEY

..Tomorrow 1s tomorrow

"Day after day the rain falls.
Weck after week the grass grows.
Year after year the river nows.

Future cares have future cures

And we must mind today."

Seventy years, seventy years.
The wheel of dreams revolves_••
Wang Hung Kung

DAVID MARTIN SENENIG, JR

KATHRYN ANN SEVERANCE

''f.nJO)' your own life without com-

The most csscnl1al thing for happi-

paring it with that of another ..
Condorcet

ness JS the gift or fnendsh1p.
Sir William Osler
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BENJAMIN ARTHUR
SHEPARD

JOHN FREDERICK SHERRY
We have the power to make this the
best generation in the history of

mankind; or to make it the last.
John F. Kennedy

CHARLES E. SHEPLEY

SHERI LYNN SHONE

If fate means you to lose, give him a
good fighl anyway.

Surgeons must be very careful when

!hey lake !he knife

Underneath their fine incisions stirs
!he culpril

STEPHEN I. SIAS

Life!

SUSAN CARLENE SIMPSON

SUSANN SIMPSON

If I am nol for myKlf. who will be for
me''
If I am for my'<lf only, whal am I?
I (not now-when')
Mi•hnah, Abol
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KIRK E.,SMALL

A man's a man who looks a man right
between the eyes.

SUSAN ELIZABETH SKINNER

CAROL ANN SMITH

A friend is one who shares your woes

Wc too often love things and use people when we should be using things
and loving people.

And cuts it right in two .

A friend is one who shares your joy
And doubles it for you.

JAY

CARMEN PATRICIA
SOLARZANO

MITH

There comes a time 1n the affairs of
men when we must take the bull by
·he tail and focc the situation
W . fie ld

Ambition has no rest'

RICK D SPEARING
When 1t rains I'm the last one to

know Because of my height I have
nothing to show Each night at bed. I
pray that I'll grow Cause it ain't no
fun being so gosh darn low.
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JACQULYN SPELLMAN

Adventure is not in the guide book
And Beauty is not on the map.

Seek and ye shall find.

JOHN D. SPELLMAN

The future 1s a world limited by
ourselves.
Gactcrlinck

SALLY M A RI E SPELL MA N

The only way to resumption is to resumc.

Salmon P. Chase

WAYNE P. ST. PETER
Ambition has no risk.

Garrison

GLEN A STEVENS

Life 11 made up of marble and mud.
Nathanial Hawthorne

STACEY STOVER

The best way out is always through
Robert Frost

LEWIS E. STRICKLAND

From out of the oppressive blindness
of man's transitional chaos will limp
the ultimate saviour:
the liberal and humane education

SALLY ANN STROUT
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ELIZABETH ANN TABB
"Desire is half of life; indiffercna: is
half of death ."
Gibson

CAROLYN ANN SWAN
We arc all prisoners, but some of us

arc in cells with windows, and some
without.

LEE M. SUMNER

One must struggle to swim in the
mainstream of life.

DEBORAH JEAN TAYLOR
God grant me the Serenity To accept
the things I cannot change
the
courage to change The things I can
and the Wisdom to know the
difference.

STEPHEN A .TARDIFF

"Sticking one's head out is a tricky
matter.

Losing it is no trick at all."
Alexander I. Solxbcnitsyn

DALE ANN TAPER

"Life is thus a moment only.
Only a dissolving

Of ourselves in other selfs
As a hearty gift."
Boris Pasternak

STEVE TAYLOR
"Be good and you will be alone."

Mark Twain

JAMES BENNETT TAYLOR
"And I think I shall sleep well to-

night. Let the world turn without me
tonight."
Rux
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ROBERTA JEAN THIBEAU

ROBERT MARK THIBODEAU

"I do my thing, and you do your
thing.

The only lhing worth having in an
ca rthly c"'istcncc is a sense of humor.
Lincoln Steffens

THOMAS EDWARD
THERIAULT

DENNIS MICHAEL TEWHEY

··whatever else may be causing pollu·
ti on, it's sure not the peace pipe_"
B1 II Copeland

You arc you and I am I,

And if by chance we find each other,

it's beautiful .
Frederick S . Perls

JANICE LYNN THOMAS

CYNTHIA M. THOMPSON

ANNE TILLEY

JEANNE M. TOLMAN

"It's completely unimportant. That,.

"'I'm nobody! Who arc you? Arc

"L"''"I the 9love is certainly painful,

why it is so interesting.''

you a nobody. too• Then there's a
pair of us don't tell! They'd

but nothing compared to the pain of
losing one. throwmg away the other

And 1n the sweetness of friendship
let there be laughter and sharing of

banish us, you know.

and finding the first one again ...

Agatha Chrislle

Emily D1ck111son

Pict Hem

pleasures. For in lhc dew of little
th1rigs, the heart finds ils morning and

is refreshed.
Kah hi Gibran

MARY CATHERINE TOOLE
"All the youna men may leave the
battlefield, but not unlll the toy soldier is banoshcd from the nursery will
war ceaK:. 0

Eli Haig

SHARMA TRAGER

MICHAEL C TREMBLE

There 11 so much good in the worst

He 'IC:Cms of cheerful yesterdays and

of us,
And 10 much bad in the best of us,
That 11111 behooves any of us
To find fault with the rest of us.

confident lomorrows
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RON TRUE

CHARLIE TUCK

GA RR ETT TUCK

BEYERL Y A. TYLER

The Child is falher oflhe man .
William Wordsworth

never met a man in my life who
could not bear another's misfortunes
pcrfcclly.

living as high as prize-lighters out
of training.

Speak without emphasizing your
words. Leave other people to discover
what it is that You have said; and as

their minds arc slow. You can make
your escape in time.
Schopenhauer

REBECCA SUZANNE
UMEL

MICHELE VAN
LEEUWEN

BELINDA JANE
VANIDESTINE

He who knows not and knows not

It's time that we realize that beauty
lies within lhe eye of lhe beholder.

CAROL URQUHA RT

Fnendship is like 1hc beauty lnal is

that he knows not is a fool, shun
him .
He who knows not and knows that he

obtained from the rose; but like the
beauty of the rose, there arc thorns.

like lhe fauh s of a friend. muSI be
equally shared .
Leah Muzerolle

knows not is a child, teach him .
He who knows and knows that he

knows is wise. follow him .
Persian Proverb

ROBERT AARON
VINl:R

KATHLEEN JEAN
VERRILL

LANSING WAGNER
Make friends with the world.

Ld me live on my house by 1he side of
lhe road and be a friend of man
SamW . foss

Music and rhythm find their way mto
the secret places of the soul
Pla10
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S. MIKE WALLS
He settcth his mind to finish his work,
and walchclh to polish it perfectly.

JEFF WARD
He who is unhappy

go to Russia.

Anyone who has come to know that
country well, will find himself content
to live anywhere else .

SALLY ANN WARDWELL
Know theyself; accept lhyself; be
thyself.

CHARLOTTE LYNETTE WARE
Ell pcricncc is the name so many people give to their mistakes.

Oscar Wilde

NEIL SCOTT WARNER

BRENDA J . WASHINGTON
Imagine all the people living in a

world of PEACE!
John Lennon

GARY ALAN WATSON
A man is rich in proportion to the
number of things he can do without.
Thoreau

BETH MARIE WESTON
If man docs not keep pace with his
companions, perhaps it's because: he
hears a different drummer. Let him
step to the music which he hears.
however measured or far away.

MICHAEL JOHN WHITNEY
Any ball player who don't sign autographs for httlc kids ain't an Ameri-

can. he's a Communist.
Rogers Hornsby

FREDERICK LEE WILBUR
It's so elegant, so 1ntclligcnt What
shall I do now? What shall I do? I
shall rush out as I am and walk lhc
street with my hair down. What shall
we do tomorrow> What shall we ever

do?

PETER A WILLEY
A sense of humor is a sense of
proportion.
Kahlil G1bran

CARL T. WILLIAMS
You say to your~lf. I'm going to get

out, and when I get out of thlS, I woll
show them . I will show them without
having the faintest idea of how you're

going lo •how 1hcm I Simply had thos
dnving ambition
I was going to be
a simply smashing actor .
La wrencc Olivier
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LAURA GENEVA WHITE
I lhink, I lhink, I mighl

SHERRY ANN WOLFE
Living nature, not dull art shall plan
my ways and rule my heart.
Cardinal Newman

JAMES WISEMAN

DEBRA WILSON

ELAINE WILLIAMS

You must not pursue a
ny from it.

su~ss.

but

If you have to keep reminding your·
self of a thing, perhaps it isn't so.
Christopher Morely

TIM WORSTER

BRENDA WORCESTER

MARY WOODCOCK

ELIZABETH C. WOODCOCK

GEORGE WOOD IV

Hi story repeat s itself
least expect it.

when you

Friendship is the only cement that
will ever hold the world together.
Woodrow Wilson

Keep your face to the sun and your
shadows will fall behind.

Every man for himself, said the elephant as he danced among the
chickens.

Thanks, and praise for the knot in
the wood.
Geil Turnbull

Photo by John Diamond
PENNY ANN YOUNGS

DUANE L. YOUNG

LONA MARIE YERXA

A thousand years is but a grain of
sand in time, but love is a thousand
grains of sand in one human lifetime.

Selfish is the greate st curse of the
human race.

W . Gladstone
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All of your life , you dream of this
day,
Yet when it comes, you wish to delay .
Graduation is sad and solemn,

Cause one will not return next autumn .

All in BHS, you I salute,
Praying memories never dilute .

EASTERN TRUST AND BANKING COMPANY
A NORTHEAST BANK

Photo by George Wood IV
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DR:y (LE AN I tJ~
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Penobscof Pla.z<l
51 W<tshin~ton Sl.
Bo.n~oR, HQi11e '"Phone 945-3'1'18
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ALPHA
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A LITTLE HELP FOR OUR FRIENDS
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R.B.DUNNING.
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&
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senior. thesis
I. thoughts about the hereafter
(or . . . is there a life after graduation?)
Seriously, graduation isn't the end, you know. It's just the beginning. And it could be the beginning of one of the most challenging
and fulfilling times of your life. At New England Telephone. It
could be, that is, if you want a job with a challenge as big as your
ambition. We need people at New England Telephone - - all kinds.
People who are sincerely interested in the future. And who are
looking for more from their job than just work!
Your starting salary is good and you get automatic raises. You
don't need experience. Your advancement is tailored to your talents.
And you get exciting fringe benefits.

II. see your guidance counselor
She' 11 tell you when and where you can apply for an interview to
find out what the "hereafter' s" are like at

new england
telephone
An Equal Opportunity Employer
1 ll

McClure - Eaton
• f!gen0J •
James 0 . He Clure
Class of 1929

firth ur G. Ea-fon Jr.
Class of 1941

Telephone
16 STAT£ 5T.

942-6383
-:BAHGOR ,11AIN£

Best wishes to the class of
from

1972

W'1NCHELL ELECTRIC

Co.

II tfai"e Broqdcasti"-' ~_Jsfent Sta..tiofl
• LIGHT • BRIGHT•

• SNOOTH

169

State St.

Ban3or

BANGOR
Supp~

l1errifie/d
J4

BANGOR

STATE.

TWIN CITY
BUICK

'

featur;n3 a comp{efe stock of
office and school supplies

£/ectric Ap

169

STATE ST.
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Cenfer

BANGOR
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Repair S e rvice

373

Wilson st.

Brew,er

WEBBER 0 IL Co.

r"JOO Main Stre_e_t
BAngor, Na1nE.

q4.2- -5501

FAsh1on FAbncs
ViKing SEwin9 f1Ac.hincs
(g0

Co\umbu°' S\r~\-
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[falO Lf fji)~CJ5?
©lf/
lj?lJ;J[! !Xl@\J /j

FAIRMOUNT HARDWARE
Ano LU"llEll 3UPPLYCo.
THE HARDWARE BOYS
SAY I
\
'

.

,t\ ~ _,[j -~~ii'11£\IJ(j I 'll.a
V3f!!J 00X!J TJ?NliliB I'flt»

• 5ui ldw"tj Suppl1E.S
• pI'{ WOOD CenfeR
• P.AN£[1Nd

• r y/f. N{lf. P""tnts

AmplE pA~(lnG IN REl\R.
• SlVE EnWOCE_

n-roos([)lN

IDIDs 1L IT IN [

22 ALDEN STREET

s

-nANGOR, MAlNE

·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

680/n.90--0

d~au.rru

80/nJCYu Outp~76_,JJ,~7

Cvr;Wv

201 HAIN 5TREET, 13P\NGOR

TEL. 942-5568

MURRAY MOTOR MART
and

STICKNEY and BAI\COCK FUEL CO.
l lZ FRANKLIN STREET, "BANGOR
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lot of things waitin
A lot of life wait1~~1W
Any time you n
things you're
us knoww
Best wi
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A RELA'XING 1'lACE FOR LUNCH

Ccn 1-c..-

JDAlRILTING

$

11

RECREATIONAL DlV\5lON

·Cold Cuis •Minute Stco..k •
• \lect..I Au R-1nc.e. •
ALSO oU51NE'SSMAN\s LUNCH

95¢

·TAKE our SERVICE•
TEL. 917-8303
Window ~hQdc~ • Sl1pc over.S • dro..perie.5
~how('.'..r c:.udQ.1n5 • b~dsp•~a.ds • Vern:.Jian \J\ind.s

•HONDA•
• KA\JASA Kl•
•TRlUMPH·
•ARCTIC CAT•

SAlES· SERVICE- PARTS
• ACCE5~R\ES •

·~-~.
SE5~~R
f

STAND~IJCTRIC co.

F•m AMII

W,lp1~

Uld Cloca:h(;rM

AT 5~5 MArN 51REET
.Atol./ UHOGAN ROAD EXITOF 1NTER5TATE9 5

327 ~..NI WtV
l'wtlMd. ""-'"'

RESTAURANT

ROOM
COFFEE SHOP
DINING

COCKTAIL5

f1NE SrAIE \;6LKSWAGEN,1Nc
~07 HCXl'\N ROAD

BANGOF\MAINE 01101
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You Deserve A Break Today · · ·
So GeT Up And Get Away

To
McDonald's
lJ
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zso

M4ln

St.

Telephone
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CITGO
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942.-1'17

BAKER'S CAR CAR~
CENTER
•TU~E- UP

.Eroadw~~ 1Ba"!9or

& MINOR 'RE.P"IRS. QUALITY PRODUCTS

• FAIR PRICES •

~ttng.or HousE
COFFEE SHOP • DfNING

• HISTORIC
• FAMILY
f74 Main 5t.

GASS OFFICE PRODUCTS
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190 HARLOW ST.
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3+ SUHHIElll •T·

LODGING

HOSPITALITY

RATES
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CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 1972
F>an,or J>ru1 Co ..
01 PERRY ROAD
.,
1

~G.n<}oY. Ho.1ne

SULLNAN FORD SALES
Sa I es &Serv \c_e,

499 Hammond
St Ye et

Bangor
Moine

94-2-4631

945-5343

Family funlanes
Al I new te.1lpin lane<?>
Ai r-cond.if,oned
Com p\c.te. pro

'5hop

Restauram;Gr·,\\ aY1d
e,., 11 iard5 Tobi es

Open 9-12- -Sut'ldoy
11-12

15 J-lildre+h St.
Ba~or,Main~

Hommoncl S+ree;~angor, Mo;ne.

Te_\: 94 2-b 701

---------------!-----------

Frank•s Bake S op
atering ~erviee lnc.
199 State. Si Te.et
Bangor
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Te\. 947-4594
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HOTORS*Controls*Hydra..ul ics* 'fheuMAc z'c.s
i4--r'owc r T ra.f\ ~M 1SS ions*

EL..ECTRlC

LEENl
BRE\JER,ME.

PORTLl\N"D, ME.

MERRIMACK, N_H.
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I
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17 MAIN ST.
BANGOR) ME.

t
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HAINE
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O\ \s
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Want
Com.fort
AY"\D

C.on VEN iENCE

?

BANGOR-

HYNO CO.

A+ Inve.stoR-- - Owned TAXPAYING Util\tj

CHRDLm;tl--PLYMOUTH

8'f \v11LSOHSt:RE"£T BREWER TEl-9l60fJ

"IBIAKE., lBARRows & 1Brown
Insurance
$)~

Stnc.e...

HARlouJ

Knc.

l~fo"-1

2>tm:.t

5AY¥jO~, t'iE..

o~~o I
·teJ . ~ tl-f J.. - J...f <o 7 I

Extensive menu features Maine Lobster
and other fresh seafood. U.S. Choice and
Prime Western Steer Steaks. Cocktails.
Ample Free parking.
Air Conditioned. Tel. Bangor
942-6325
U. S. Route 2 West Off Interstate
95 take Hennon exit.

GOOD FOOos· · J U""'QUfl ROOMS
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~
PEPSl·COLA

.,

Pepsi's got a lot to give!

:Baldaeei's
RESTAU RANT

FEJR YEJllR ebAS!i PARTIES & REllNIEJNS
193 Broad Street. Bangor Tel. 945-5692
~~~~~~-~~ ~~~~~~~

"'•"'
your hosts Vasco and Bob Baldacci
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